We report the synthesis of AB-stacked multilayer graphene via ambient pressure chemical vapor deposition on Cu foils, and demonstrate a method to construct suspended multilayer graphene devices. In four-terminal geometry, such devices were characterized by hot carrier transport at temperatures down to 240 mK and in magnetic fields up to 14 T. The differential conductance (dI/dV) shows a characteristic dip at longitudinal voltage bias V=0 at low temperatures, indicating the presence of hot electron effect due to a weak electron-phonon coupling. Under magnetic fields, the magnitude of the dI/dV dip diminishes through the enhanced intra-Landau level cyclotron phonon scattering. Our results provide new perspectives in obtaining and understanding AB-stacked multilayer graphene, important for future graphene-based applications.
The synthesis of graphene on copper foils by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) has attracted considerable attention because of its potential in practical applications. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] The quality of CVD graphene 3 has yet to match that of the graphene mechanically exfoliated from pristine graphite, 7, 8 and therefore the CVD growth techniques are still under very active research. Various thermodynamic conditions involving both low pressure and ambient pressure are being addressed. In Ref. 9 , the role of diffusion kinetics was discussed, and it was pointed out that at low pressure the synthesis process is self-limited with respect to the methane (which serves as the carbon source) flow rate, as opposed to the ambient pressure case. At ambient pressure, the mass transport of the carbon species to the catalyst surface dominates the synthesis process and produces multilayer graphene. 9 However, for multilayer graphene, the CVD method usually leads to a turbostratic stacking order 10 (i.e., the layers are randomly oriented with respect to one another). To our knowledge, there has been no report on the CVD synthesis of continuous multilayer graphene films with AB-stacking order. 11 Recently, bilayer graphene with AB-stacking has been achieved by CVD with low hydrogen flow rate or no hydrogen, 12, 13 and reduced hydrogen concentration has also led 14 to the improvement of the quality of CVD graphene. It has been further realized 15 that the absence of hydrogen can change the chemical kinetics of the decomposition of methane into active carbon and hydrogen. Therefore, the hydrogen concentration may play a role in determining the active carbon species at different stages of growth 15 and hence may affect the growth rate, the quality, and the stacking order of multilayer graphene.
Here, the synthesis of AB-stacked multilayer graphene on Cu foils through ambient pressure CVD is demonstrated. We have achieved continuous multilayer graphene films with AB stacking by using a high methane flow rate and eliminating the hydrogen during the growth. This finding is important not only by shedding light on the CVD synthesis mechanism, but also for offering controlled production of multilayer graphene with AB-stacking by CVD. The multilayer graphene is further used to fabricate suspended multilayer graphene devices suitable for transport measurements. Hot electron transport is investigated through a four-terminal configuration as a function of the measured longitudinal voltage drop V, temperature T and magnetic field B. Such four-
terminal transport results unambiguously demonstrate a distinct differential conductance dip at V = 0, an intrinsic transport behavior of multilayer graphene attributable to the presence of hot electron effect. We further observed that magnetic fields attenuate the hot electron effect and thus provide a way for its control by enhancing cyclotron-phonon scattering.
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Results and Discussion
The growth of multilayer graphene was carried out on 25 μm thick Cu foils, using an ambient pressure methane CVD technique (see the Methods section for details of the CVD process). In brief, the graphene synthesis is realized in a key step with a mixture of a methane flow (13 mL/min) and an argon flow (150 mL/min) at a temperature of 1000 o C in a time period ~10 minutes, while warming up is done under a pure hydrogen flow (200 mL/min) and cooling down is done under a pure Ar flow (150 mL/min). We find that increasing the methane flow (> 10 mL/min) during the growth results in thicker multilayer graphene films, while a reduced methane flow (~1 mL/min) leads to single layer graphene. In this study, we focus on devices made of multilayer graphene films ~ 3 nm (or ~ 9 layers) in thickness.
After CVD, thin flakes of multilayer graphene are obtained by etching away the underlying copper substrates with iron nitride solution. They are then transferred to a 200 nm SiO 2 /Si substrate for Raman characterization. Figure 1a shows the Raman spectra (514 nm Ar + laser line) for a multilayer graphene sample. The most important feature observed in the Raman spectra is the asymmetry of the G΄ band at ~2730 cm -1 (with more weight in the higher-frequency part), which is the signature of AB-stacking in multilayer graphene. [18] [19] [20] [21] In contrast, for a multilayer graphene with a turbostratic stacking order, as typically reported in previous CVD work, 10 the Raman spectra should have a symmetric G΄ band. The G΄ band can be fitted by three Lorentzian curves ( sample. We stress that in the CVD process, the elimination of hydrogen gas flow during the growth stage is critical for the synthesis of the AB-stacked multilayer graphene. To demonstrate the effect of the forming gas during growth, we performed controlled experiments for two CVD growth processes with and without a hydrogen gas flow at 50 mL/min in addition to a methane flow at 13 mL/min during the growth stage and compared their Raman spectra (Fig. S1 of the Supporting Information), which clearly demonstrates that the hydrogen gas flow leads to a symmetric G΄ peak (indicating turbostratic stacking) and a larger defect-induced D peak.
By using the etching and the transfer process, we are able to produce continuous multilayer graphene films in a size of a few millimeters, which is convenient for making devices for next-stage characterizations. heating, and the dI/dV dip can be related to the hot electron effect 16, 24, 25 as explained below. At finite bias, the energy supplied to the charge carriers by the electric field cannot be transferred to the lattice fast enough due to a relatively weak electron-phonon scattering at low temperatures, resulting in an effective electron temperature T e higher than the lattice temperature T l (same as the cryostat temperature T in experiments).
Therefore, the dI/dV value for a finite bias V measured at the cryostat temperature T should be equal to the dI/dV value for zero bias at an effective temperature T e higher than T. Consequently, the experimentally obtained dI/dV vs V at a fixed low temperature (T < 8 K in Fig. 3 ) should follow the trend of dI/dV vs T at zero bias (V=0). This explains why the magnitude of the dip at zero bias in dI/dV vs. V is suppressed as the temperature is increased (Fig. 3a ) 16 . At high enough temperatures (T > 8K for the case of Fig. 3 ), the achievable effective hot carrier temperature T e is no longer higher than that of the lattice temperature due to enhanced electron-phonon scattering at high T, and therefore the dI/dV dip disappears (Fig. 3a) .
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In magnetic fields, the dI/dV as a function of V presents two notable changes (Fig.   4) . First, the overall dI/dV values drop with increasing magnetic fields (Fig. 4a) ,
indicating the presence of a strong positive magnetoresistance (MR) at high magnetic fields, which is commonly observed in bulk graphite 27, 28 or graphitic multilayers 29 and
can be attributed to the interplay between long-range and short-range disorders. 29 At low magnetic fields (Fig. 4b) , negative magnetoresistance appears at low temperatures due to the weak localization effect, which indicates the influence of defects including grain boundaries in CVD-grown graphene. 30 Second, as the magnetic field is increased, there is an attenuation of the hot electron dip of dI/dV at V=0 (Fig. 4a) , and this phenomenon is reproducibly observed in different samples (see Fig. S4 of the Supporting Information).
The magnitude of the dI/dV dip is considerably reduced at 14 T, as compared with the case at zero field. However, the persistence of the dI/dV dip even at 14 T suggests that weak localization is not the dominant source for the origin of the dI/dV dip in this sample.
Otherwise, the dip should vanish at lower B fields 16, 31 . The B field induced suppression of the dI/dV dip observed here is more likely related to the enhanced electron-phonon scattering at high B fields 17 which diminishes the hot electron effect and thus the dI/dV dip. Under high magnetic fields, the intra-Landau level electron-phonon scattering is enhanced as a result of the increased degeneracy for a Landau level (equal to B/φ 0 with φ 0 = h/e), making it easier for electrons to lose the energy gained from the electric field to the lattice. As a consequence, the effective electron temperature that can be reached at high magnetic fields is lower than that achievable at zero field, leading to the attenuation of the hot electron dip near V = 0 (Fig. 4a) .
Moreover, we have observed similar gate tuning behavior, the persistence of the zero bias dI/dV dip and its attenuation under magnetic fields for different sections of the multilayer graphene of Fig. 1d (see Fig. S4 of the Supporting Information), indicating the homogeneity of the electron transport properties in the as-prepared multilayer graphene.
Conclusion
We After the copper is etched, the PMMA/graphene membrane is rinsed three times in deionized (DI) water, followed by a transfer to a SiO 2 /Si substrate with a pre-patterned array of electrode sets (Fig. 1c) . The sample is then blow dried with N 2 gas and kept in a vacuum desiccator overnight, and thus the membrane is strongly adhered to the substrate.
Subsequently, the PMMA layer is removed by acetone at ~ 55 o C for 30 min. Finally, ebeam lithography and reactive ion etching are employed again to define a rectangular shape of the graphene suspended over electrodes (Fig. 1c) , followed by a lift-off process in Acetone to remove the PMMA residue from the last lithography step. Measurements by atomic force microscope on typical devices show that the multilayer graphene sheets are suspended as designed ( The Raman measurements were done using a Horiba, JY Raman microscope equipped with a tunable Ar + laser set to operate at 514 nm in order to compare the measured spectra directly with those reported in literature, unless the laser wavelength is specified for certain experiments.
Supporting Information Available:
Additional experimental results are presented on the effect of hydrogen during the graphene growth, Raman mapping of a graphene film, the differential conductance dI/dV as a function of bias V with different fixed gate voltages V g , electron transport data for different sections of the device under study in the main text, and the AFM image of a suspended multilayer graphene device. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org. and tetra-layer graphene with ABC stacking order. However, we note that for the ABC stacking multilayer, the asymmetric G΄ peak reported therein shows more weight in the lower-frequency part, in contrast to the G΄ spectra observed in our samples with more weight in the higher-frequency part as reported for ABstacked multilayers (Ref. 35). We can also rule out the possibility of a mixed stacking of turbostratic layers with AB stacked layers for the 9-layer sample of Fig. 1a by comparing the G' line shape with that reported in Ref. 36, since there is no sign of contribution from turbostratic layers to the relative weight at frequency ~2700 cm -1 . 22. In multilayer graphene, the charge carriers induced by a back gate voltage are screened within a few layers (with a typical screen length ~0.4 nm) (see Ref. 37), and thus the gate tuning of the conductance is reduced in multilayer graphene when a parallel-conduction model is considered. For a device geometry with only the bottom layer contacting electrodes, electrons have to be transferred from the first bottom layer to upper layers in order for the upper layers to contribute to the conduction. In the case of diffusive transport in multilayer samples, scattering enhances the probability of electron transfer into upper layers. Therefore, it can still be treated by a parallel conduction model even with a bottom-contact geometry. But if there might exist certain cases with a weak electron transfer between layers, the parallel conduction model does not apply and the bottomcontact geometry may affect the gate tuning behavior significantly. 26. We note that the Raman spectra indicate considerable defects in the CVDproduced multilayer graphene. However, even with defect scattering, hot electron effect can still be probed at finite bias if the electron-phonon coupling is relatively weak. We discuss here the role of different scattering mechanisms in the hot electron transport picture: (1) The electron-electron interaction leads to a thermal equilibrium within electrons themselves at an effective temperature T e which is determined by the electron-phonon coupling strength; (2) The elastic scattering of carriers due to charged impurity atoms (defects) should not affect the hot electron temperature T e ; (3) The inelastic scattering due to charged impurity atoms (defects) may affect the hot electron temperature if the relaxation of the resultant defect states is done via a phonon channel, or in other words leads to an enhanced effective electron-phonon coupling. Therefore, the defect scattering should not qualitatively change the hot electron transport and the dI/dV dip is thus observable as long as the electron-phonon coupling is weak. 27. Spain, I. L. Galvanomagnetic Effects in Graphite. . Atomic force microscope (AFM) image of a typical device with suspended multilayer graphene bridging two electrodes (we note that suspended multilayer graphene device can be easily perturbed by an AFM tip during the imaging process). The size of the image is 2.77 μm x 2.77 μm. The maximum height in the scale is 100 nm.
